
The 2012 E - Class Sedan and Wagon



E 550 4MATIC™ Sedan.



For over 60 years, the E-Class has been 
synonymous with comfort, safety and 
elegance. Built without compromise and 
complimented with modern appointments, 
the 2012 E-Class provides further 
distinction to proven excellence. 
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3DESIGN  

The picture of elite engineering.
The presence and appeal of the E-Class Sedan is instantly apparent to the 
observer, displaying a sense of self-assurance that is perfect in keeping with  
its long history of pre-eminence.

The striking exterior of the E-Class Sedan includes standard AMG styling featuring 
a dynamic front and rear apron with powerful side sill panels. Further, the addition 
of the straight bar LED daytime running lights and the standard panoramic 
sunroof1 leaves no doubt that the 2012 E-Class embraces all the characteristics 
of a genuine Mercedes-Benz.

1Standard�on�the�E�550�4MATIC™�Sedan�and�E�63�AMG�Sedan�and�Wagon.�Available�as�part�of�an�option�package�on�the�E�350�
BlueTEC�Sedan�and�E�350�4MATIC™�Sedan�and�Wagon.�



At home on the road.
The use of the finest-grade materials and outstanding workmanship create 
a high-quality impression, both in look and feel. Standard ARTICO leather 
and Dark Ash wood trim ensure exceptional splendor while the new Media 
interface1 connections and instrument cluster design allow for ease of interior 
instrument functionality.
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1Standard�on�the�E�550�4MATIC™�Sedan�and�E�63�AMG�Sedan�and�Wagon.�Available�as�part�of�an�option�package�on�the�E�350�
BlueTEC��Sedan�and�E�350�4MATIC™�Sedan�and�Wagon.�



E 550 4MATIC™ Sedan interior.



Astounding form.
A tasteful blend of different worlds defines the E-Class Wagon. It features 
a modern, yet emotional aerodynamic design, supported by standard AMG 
styling, roof rails, benchmark-setting storage capacity and cargo dimensions, 
plus all the technical innovations of the E-Class Sedan – like the new straight-
bar design LED daytime running lights and the LED illuminated license plate. 
Which means you can appreciate the style and elegance of a sedan combined 
with the high utility value of a wagon.
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E 350 4MATIC™ Wagon.



E 350 4MATIC™ Wagon interior.
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Bountiful luxury.
The E-Class Wagon comes with plenty of storage space and intelligent 
solutions such as the EASY-PACK load compartment management system 
make loading and unloading that much easier. Fine attention to detail 
and modern design adorned the interior with a standard ARTICO leather 
dashboard and upholstery as well as a panoramic sunroof.1 Further, 
an intuitive Media interface1 puts control confidently at your fingertips. 

1Available�as�part�of�an�option�package�on�the�E�350�4MATIC™�Wagon.



Breaking new grounds in comfort.
The E-Class Sedan and Wagon have few rivals. Standard 14-way power adjustable 
heated front seats and power adjustable lumbar support allow for exceptional 
customization. A new full-colour display Instrument Cluster puts you in 
command of everything, while Electromechanical Power Steering (EPS) provides 
a finely tuned steering control that adjusts itself to the parameters of the road. 
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E 550 4MATIC™ Sedan.



You will be entertained.
The E-Class Sedan and Wagon take entertainment as seriously as they do comfort.

All the cockpit controls are visible at a single glance thanks to the multifunctional 
COMAND 7" colour LCD display screen in the centre console. Navigation, audio 
and telephone are combined into one intuitive design with the new COMAND APS  
control and display system, equipped with an integrated hard-disc drive (HDD) 
navigation and 6-disc DVD player1. Even better, all key functions can now be 
called up using the LINGUATRONIC voice control function with whole-word 
recognition capability. 

The premium harman/kardon® LOGIC7® surround sound system2, featuring 
12 loudspeakers, 450 watts of power and a 9-channel Digital Sound Processing 
(DSP) amplifier lets you hear your favourite music with stunning clarity and 
depth. Additionally, the Media interface3, which gives you 3 different connection 
cables – one for your iPod®, a USB input for memory sticks and the auxiliary 
audio input, provides versatility and control while driving. 

SIRIUS Satellite Radio4 comes integrated into your vehicle’s audio system. With 
120 channels of coast-to-coast reception coverage including music, sports, news, 
talk and comedy, SIRIUS lets you listen to what you want, whenever you want.

12  ENTERTAINMENT & COMMUNICATION 

1Available�as�part�of�an�option�package�on�the�E�350�models.�Standard�on�the�E�550�4MATIC™�and�E�63�
AMG� Sedan� and� Wagon.� 2Standard� on� the� E� 63� AMG� Sedan� and� Wagon.� Available� as� part� of� an� option�
package�on�the�E�550�4MATIC™�Sedan�and�E�350�models.�3Standard�on�the�E�550�4MATIC™�and�E�63�AMG�
Sedan�and�Wagon.�Available�as�part�of�an�option�package�on�the�E�350�models.�4©2011�SIRIUS�Satellite�
Radio�Inc.�“SIRIUS,”�the�SIRIUS�dog�logo�and�related�marks�are�trademarks�of�SIRIUS�Satellite�Radio�Inc.�
Complimentary�6�months�of�service�included.�Monthly�subscription�required�for�service�thereafter.�
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Increased adrenaline. Reduced emissions.

Performance meets fuel economy. Luxury meets responsibility. At Mercedes-Benz, 
we don’t believe in compromise. This is no exception: our BlueEFFICIENCY 
platform ensures that when we develop a new model, environmental responsibility 
plays a major role. We do this at all levels of our vehicle development and 
production – and therefore take a comprehensive approach to all the potential 
factors relating to drive systems, lightweight construction, energy management 
and fuels. This all-round approach also includes aspects such as the total harmful 
emissions, choice of materials, development, production, use and servicing, right 
up to eventual vehicle recycling and disposal. The world’s awareness is increasing 
as emissions, fuel consumption and fuel prices become topics that affect us all.  
For Mercedes-Benz it is both a corporate goal and an obligation to shape the future 
of mobility in a responsible and sustainable manner.

Owns the road as easily as it does attention.

With our award-winning 4MATIC™ permanent all-wheel drive system delivering 
optimal traction regardless of road conditions, the E-Class knows no boundaries. 
4MATIC™ incorporates the 4-wheel Electronic Traction System (4ETS), monitoring  
each wheel for slippage and individually braking wheels to maintain the balance of  
power. By continuously ensuring that power is transferred to the wheels with grip,  
4MATIC™ will keep you going, even if only one wheel has traction.

4MATIC™ delivers the outstanding control of all-wheel drive without sacrificing 
true driving enjoyment. Sharp steering and the balanced feel of a rear-wheel drive 
vehicle are retained making the E-Class a joy to drive in any season.
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4MATIC™,�equipped�on�the�E�350�Sedan�and�Wagon�and�the�E�550�Sedan.�
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Fast forward.
Both the E 350 4MATIC™ Sedan and Wagon have a 3.5 L direct injection  
V6 engine that produces 302 hp and 273 lb-ft of torque, giving you plenty  
of power to get the most out of everyday driving. Performance goes a step 
further on the E 550 4MATIC™ Sedan with a 4.6 L Bi-turbo V8 engine with 
402 hp and 443 lb-ft of torque. 

3.5�L�direct-injection�V6.



E 350 4MATIC™ Wagon.
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The�7G-TRONIC�PLUS�automatic�transmission;�one�of�over�18�million�automatic�transmissions�produced�in�a�period�spanning�more�than�50�years.�
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Optimum power and performance.
The revised programming of the E-Class Sedan and Wagon’s 7G-TRONIC 
automatic transmission provides the optimum engine speed for all shifts.  
Shift paddles on the steering wheel allow the driver to manually change  
gears with outmost ease, for a sublime driving experience in any situation.

18"�AMG�5�twin-spoke�wheels2 19"�AMG�5�twin-spoke�wheels4

18"�5-spoke�wheels1 19"�AMG�10-spoke�wheels3�

1Standard�on�all�E�350�models.�Not�available�on�other�models.�2Standard�on�the�E�550�4MATIC™�Sedan.�Available�as�a�standalone�option�
on�all�E�350�models.�3Standard�on�the�E�63�AMG�Sedan�and�Wagon.�Not�available�on�all�other�models.�4Available�as�a�standalone�option�on�
the�E�63�AMG�Sedan�and�Wagon.�Not�available�on�other�models.�
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The�energy-absorbing�crumple�zones�in�the�front�and�rear�sections,�an�extremely�robust�safety�passenger�cell,�and�the�doors�with�special�reinforcing�elements�form�an�effective�defensive�barrier�in�an�emergency.
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Take a hard line on safety.
Over 80 sensors make it their job to see to your well being, while countless 
innovations give you that reassuring feeling of safety.

ATTENTION ASSIST monitors your driving style and warns you that you are 
becoming drowsy or letting your attention stray. Likewise, Passive Lane Keeping 
Assist1, a series of three simple vibrations of the steering wheel that alerts 
you if you are unintentionally drifting out of your lane, and Passive Blind Spot 
Assist1, which monitors the blind spots to the sides of the vehicle within a range 
of 3 metres, make significant contributions to driving safety.

With a radar-based proximity control that can detect and react to imminent 
collisions with oncoming traffic, DISTRONIC PLUS including PRE-SAFE® BRAKE 
is available as part of the Advanced Driving Assistance Package. This package 
also includes Active Blind Spot Assist2 and Active Lane Keeping Assist2 – gently 
applying the brakes to bring the vehicle back into the appropriate lane if 
wandering is detected. These features, along with all the other state-of-the-art 
innovations, ensure that no matter what the situation or road condition, you can 
rest assured in the safety of your E-Class Sedan and Wagon.

ATTENTION�ASSIST�will�detect�signs��
of�drowsiness�by�analyzing�driving�
behavior�typical�of�a�fatigued�driver.��
A�visual�warning�will�then�alert�the�
driver�advising�him�to�rest.�

Blind�Spot�Assist�alerts�the�driver�if�it�
identifies�a�risk�of�a�collision�while�the�
vehicle�is�changing�lanes.�

Utilizing�radar�technology,�Night��
view�assist�provides�a�clear�view��
of�the�road�ahead�when�driving�at��
night�or�in�dark�conditions.�

DISTRONIC�PLUS�reduces�the�chance�
of�rear�end�collisions�by�automatically�
braking�in�the�event�of�danger.

1Available�as�part�of�an�option�package�on�all�E�350�models,�and�the�E�550�4MATIC™�Sedan.�Standard�on�the�the�E�63�AMG�Sedan�and�
Wagon.�2Available�as�part�of�an�option�package�on�all�models.�
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E 63 AMG Sedan.

Four-door sedan. Four-star performance.
The most powerful E-Class comes courtesy of the Mercedes-Benz AMG motor 
sport experts. The E 63 AMG Sedan with 518 hp accelerates from 0 to 100 km/h 
in just 4.3 seconds. Four shift programs provide a choice between Controlled 
Efficiency, Sport or Sport Plus mode, as well as a manual mode that allows gear 
changes using AMG shift paddles mounted to the steering wheel. 



Every�AMG�engine�is�signed�in�steel�by�the�technician�who�hand�built�it.�“One�man�–�one�engine”:�the�philosophy�at�the�heart�of�every�AMG�engine.�

24  AMG



Raise your pulse.
In the exclusive interior of the E 63 AMG Sedan, high-quality AMG PASSION 
leather appointments await. An ergonomic AMG sport steering wheel  
provides superior comfort and exceptional control while AMG sport seats 
ensure a comfortable sport driving experience. 

AMG�sport�steering�wheel.

25AMG 

Fine�luxurious�detailing�blends�with�a�sporty�interior.�



26  COLOURS & MATERIALS

Dressed for the occasion.
The finishing touches can mean the difference between a work of art and  
a true masterpiece. Whichever colour you opt for, you’ve made the right 
choice. Because with a selection of paint finishes benefiting from an extra 
scratch-resistant clear coat, your E-Class is less susceptible not only  
to scratches, but also to sunlight, temperature variations, dust and soot.
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SOLID

Black� • • • • • • • • • • •
Calcite�White� • – • – • • • –

METALLIC

Obsidian�Black • • • • • • • • • • •
Cuprit�Brown • • – • • – – • • –

Tenorite�Grey • • • • • •
Iridium�Silver • – • • – • • • –

Palladium�Silver • • • • • •
Pearl�Beige • – • – – – • –

Diamond�White • – • – • • • –

Cavansite�Blue • • • • – • •
Indium�Grey� • • • • – – •

• Recommended�combination� �� �Possible�combination� � –�Not�available��

1Available�on�the�E�350�4MATIC™�and�the�E�350�BlueTEC.�Not�available�on�all�other�models.� 2Available�on�all�E�350�models,�and�
standard�on�the�E�550�4MATIC™�Sedan.�Not�available�on�the�E�63�AMG�Sedan�and�Wagon.�3Arm�rest�and�centre�console�cover�are�
only�available�in�black�with�these�upholstery�options.�4Standard�on�the�E�63�AMG�Wagon�and�Sedan.�Not�available�on�all�other�models.
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963�Indium�Grey�

792�Palladium�Silver

197�Obsidian�Black

497�Cuprit�Brown

755�Tenorite�Grey�

775�Iridium�Silver

METALLIC

890�Cavansite�Blue

794�Pearl�Beige

799�Diamond�White�040�Black�

650�Calcite�White

SOLID



101�Black/Black

108�Black/Alpaca�Grey

105�Black/Almond�Beige

ARTICO LEATHER1 LEATHER2 PASSION LEATHER4

201�Black/Black 254�Black/Chestnut�Brown3

808�Reef�Grey/Alpaca�Grey

205�Black/Almond�Beige�

208�Black/Alpaca�Grey

264�Black/Natural�Beige3�

801�Black/Black

805�Mocha�Brown/Almond�Beige

28  COLOURS & MATERIALS

1Available�on�the�E�350�4MATIC™�and�the�E�350�BlueTEC.�Not�available�on�all�other�models.�2Available�on�all�E�350�models,�and�standard�on�the�E�550�4MATIC™�Sedan.�Not�available�on�the�E�63�AMG�Sedan�and�Wagon.�3Arm�rest�and�centre�console�cover�are�only�available�in�black�with�these�
upholstery�options.�4Standard�on�the�E�63�AMG�Wagon�and�Sedan.�Not�available�on�all�other�models.



H09�Brown�Ash�(Open-Pore)

731�Burl�Walnut�

736�Dark�Ash

H73�AMG�Carbon�Fibre

TRIM
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The�E-Class�Sedan,�available�in�a�variety�of�bespoke�designo�finishes.�

30  COLOURS & MATERIALS
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An E-Class that matches  
your style to perfection.
designo offers a true feast for the senses. Once your eyes have taken in the 
many bespoke paint finishes and the leather combinations, you’ll savour 
the scent of the fine leather upholstery and available matching trim. But 
it’s not just the quality and workmanship that make designo so unique: it’s 
also the almost infinite range of combinations. They allow you to give your 
Mercedes-Benz a signature of its own.

The seats and door centre panels can be trimmed in single-tone or two-tone 
leather in a choice of nine shades. The unique upholstery fluting, with elaborately 
stitched double lap seams, is exclusive to designo. Beautiful designo leather trim 
is also available in black or colour matched to your selected designo interior. 

See your dealer for further details.

NOTE:�Not�all�colour�options�may�be�available�in�Canada.�
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transmIssIon

7G-TRONIC PLUS automatic transmission ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

traCtIon/staBIlItY

Electronic stability program (ESP®) including ABS  
and traction control (ASR)

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Brake Assist (BAS) ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

ADAPTIVE BRAKE with HOLD function ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Hill start assist ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

DIRECT CONTROL suspension ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

STEER CONTROL (EPS) ▲ – ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

audIo/vIsual/CommunICatIon

COMAND APS without navigation ▲ ▲ ▲ – – –

COMAND APS with Hard Drive Disc (HDD) navigation  
and DVD player

▲ ▲ ▲

SIRIUS Satellite Radio1 ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Media interface ▲ ▲ ▲

harman/kardon® LOGIC7® surround sound system ▲ ▲

EXtErIor

18" 5-spoke wheels ▲ ▲ ▲ – – –
18" AMG 5 twin-spoke wheels ∆ ∆ ∆ ▲ – –
19" AMG 10-spoke wheels – – – – ▲ ▲

19" AMG 5 twin-spoke wheels – – – –
AMG Styling Package (front apron, side skirts and rear apron) ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Active bi-xenon headlamps with washers and cornering lights and 
automatic headlamp activation

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

LED daytime running lights ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Heated windshield washer system with two-stage rain-sensing 
windshield wipers

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Adaptive Highbeam Assist (AHA) ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Power adjustable heated exterior mirrors ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
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EXtErIor ContInuEd

LED licence plate lamps ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

LED tail lamps ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Remote trunk release ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Tinted glass ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

IntErIor

14-way power-adjustable front seats with 3 position memory including 
4-way power lumbar support.

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Climate comfort front seats ∆ ∆ ∆

Power-tilt and telescoping steering column ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

12-button multi-function steering wheel ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Steering wheel shift paddles ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Wood/leather multifunctional steering wheel ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ – –
THERMATIC automatic climate control ▲ ▲ ▲ – – –
THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control – – – ▲ ▲ ▲

Sliding glass sunroof with pop-up ▲ ▲ ▲ – – –
Panoramic sunroof ▲ ▲ ▲

Velour floor mats ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Power windows with one-touch express up and down ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Auto-dimming mirrors (rearview and driver’s side) ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

ConvEnIEnCE

Integrated garage door opener ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

PARKTRONIC with parking guidance ▲ ▲ – ▲ ▲ –
SmartKey remote with panic button ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

KEYLESS-GO

EASY-PACK power trunk closer

saFEtY

ATTENTION ASSIST ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

PRE-SAFE® ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

DISTRONIC PLUS
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INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
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SAFETY CONTINUED

Crash-responsive�NECK-PRO�front�head�restraints ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Dual�stage�front�airbags,�front�side�airbags,�driver’s�knee�airbag�and�
pelvic�airbags

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Seatbelt�tensioners�with�belt�force�limiters� ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Side�window�curtain�airbags ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

ISOFIX�child�seat�mounts ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

TeleAid�Emergency�Calling�System2 ∆ ∆ ∆ ▲ ▲ ▲

Anti-theft�alarm�system ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Active�Blind�Spot�Assist

Passive�Blind�Spot�Assist� ▲ ▲

Active�Lane�Keeping�Assist

Passive�Lane�Keeping�Assist ▲ ▲

Tire�Pressure�Loss�Warning�System ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Rear�view�camera ▲ ▲

EQUIPMENT PACKAGES
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LAUNCH EDITION PACKAGE: ARTICO�leather�dashboard,�Leather�
upholstery,�Panoramic�sunroof,�COMAND�APS�with�HDD�navigation�&�
DVD�player.

∆ ∆ ∆ – – –

E 350 PREMIUM PACKAGE: KEYLESS�GO�with�power�trunk�closer�
package,�Rear�view�camera,�Media�interface,�Rear�window�sunshade,�
harman/kardon®�LOGIC7®�surround�sound�system.

∆ ∆ – – – –

E 350 4MATIC™ WAGON PREMIUM PACKAGE: Roller�blinds�
for�rear�side�windows,�Media�interface,�harman�kardon®�LOGIC7®�
surround�sound�system,�KEYLESS-GO.

– – ∆ – – –

E 550 4MATIC™ PREMIUM PACKAGE: KEYLESS-GO�with�power�trunk�
closer�package,�Rear�view�camera,�Climate�comfort�front�seats,�Drive-
dynamic�Multicontour�driver’s�seat,�Rear�window�sunshade,�harman�
kardon®�LOGIC7®�surround�sound�system,�Heated�rear�seats.

– – – ∆ – –

DRIVING ASSISTANCE PACKAGE: Passive�Blind�Spot�Assist,�Passive�
Lane�Keeping�Assist.

∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ – –

ADVANCED DRIVING ASSISTANCE PACKAGE: DISTRONIC�PLUS,�
Active�Blind�Spot�Assist,�Active�Lane�Keeping�Assist.

∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆

E 63 AMG SEDAN PREMIUM PACKAGE: KEYLESS-GO�with�power�
trunk�closer�package,�Rear�view�camera,�Climate�comfort�front�
seats,�Drive-dynamic�multicontour�driver’s�seat,�Heated�rear�seats,�
Illuminated�door�sill�panels.�

– – – – ∆ –

E 63 AMG WAGON PREMIUM PACKAGE: KEYLESS-GO,�Roller�blinds�
for�rear�side�window,�Climate�comfort�front�seats,�Drive-dynamic�
multicontour�driver’s�seat,�Heated�rear�seats,�Illuminated�door�sills.

– – – – – ∆

AMG CARBON FIBRE TRIM PACKAGE: AMG�Exterior�carbon�fibre�
trim,�AMG�trunk�lid�spoiler�in�carbon�fibre.3 – – – – ∆ ∆

AMG PERFORMANCE PACKAGE: Additional�horsepower,�Electronic�
speed�limiter�deletion4,�AMG�performance�steering�wheel,�Sport�
suspension3,Limited-slip�rear�differential,�Tire�pressure�monitoring�
system,�AMG�Carbon�fibre�trim,�19"�AMG�5�twin-spoke�forged�wheels,�
Red�brake�calipers.

– – – – ∆ ∆

1�©�2011�SIRIUS�Satellite�Radio�Inc.�“SIRIUS,”�the�SIRIUS�dog�logo�and�related�marks�are�trademarks�of�SIRIUS�Satellite�Radio�Inc.�Complimentary�
6�months�of�service� included.�Monthly�subscription�required� for�service� thereafter.� 2Subscription� is� required� for�service� to�be�active.�TeleAid�
operates�only�where�cellular�and�Global�Positioning�System�coverage�is�available.�3Available�only�on�the�E�63�AMG�Sedan.�4Intended�for�track�
use�only.�Please�obey�all�speed�laws.

▲ Standard�equipment���� ∆�Optional�equipment����� �Optional�as�part�of�a�package�����–�Not�available�
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Trunk�cargo�tray. Lockable�utility�bar�(2�piece�set). Lighted�door�sill�panels. Chrome�handle�cups.

Trunk cargo tray.  
■ ��This�shallow�trunk�tray�with�its�slightly�

raised�edge�is�precision-tailored�to�the�load�

area.�Made�from�impact-resistant,�non-split�

polypropylene�it�will�help�to�protect�the�load�

area�from�dirt�and�spills�(Optional�cargo�

container�shown�sold�separately).

Lockable utility bar (2 piece set).  
■ ��Our�basic�carrier�is�an�essential�component�for�

attaching�a�wide�assortment�of�items�to�the�

top�of�your�E-Class.�Securely�attach�and�lock�

bicycles,�ski�and�snowboard�racks,�or�a�cargo�

container.�(Racks�and�containers�sold�separately).

Lighted door sill panels. 
■ ��These�stainless�steel�illuminated�door�sill�panels�

provide�a�highlight�to�your�E-Class�illuminating�

the�Mercedes-Benz�lettering�every�time�you�

open�the�door.�

Chrome handle cups.  
■ ��High-sheen�chromed�door�handle�

recesses�protect�against�scratches��

and�distinguish�your�E-Class.�

The final touch for a great first impression.
You’re an individual. You take pride in setting yourself apart. You also enjoy the finer things in life. Satisfy all 
of your discerning needs with Mercedes-Benz Genuine Parts and accessories, designed and manufactured to 
the highest standards for design, engineering, appearance, quality, form and function. Add nuance and unique 
refinement to your E-Class Sedan or Wagon. It’s an ideal way to add your own distinctive style to an already 
stunning automobile.



1With�the�AMG�Performance�Package.�2Stated�rates�of�acceleration�are�based�on�the�manufacturer’s�track�results�and�may�vary�depending�upon�model,�environmental�and�road�surface�conditions,�driving�style,�elevation�and�vehicle�load.�3Electronically�limited.�4These�estimates�are�based�
on�Transport�Canada�testing�methods.�The�actual�fuel�consumption�of�this�vehicle�may�vary.�Refer�to�the�Fuel�Consumption�Guide.�5With�standard�equipment.

E 350  
BlueTEC SEDAN

E 350  
4MATIC™ SEDAN

E 350  
4MATIC™ WAGON

E 550  
4MATIC™ SEDAN

E 63  
AMG SEDAN

E 63  
AMG WAGON

Engine�type 24V�DOHC�Turbo�V6 24V�DOHC�V6 24V�DOHC�V6 32V�Bi-turbo�V8 32V�Bi-turbo�V8 32V�Bi-turbo�V8

Total�displacement 2,987�cm3 3,498�cm3 3,498�cm3 4,663�cm3 5,461�cm3 5,461�cm3

Net�power 210�hp�@�3,400�rpm 302�hp�@�6,500�rpm 302�hp�@�6,500�rpm 402�hp�@��
5,000-5,750�rpm

518�hp�@��
5,250-5,750�rpm��
(550�hp�with�APP)1

518�hp�@��
5,250-5,750�rpm��
(550�hp�with�APP)1

Net�torque 400�lb-ft��
@�1,600-2,400�rpm

273�lb-ft�@��
3,500-5,250�rpm

273�lb-ft�@��
3,500-5,250�rpm

443�lb-ft�@��
1,600-4,750�rpm

516�lb-ft�@��
1,700-5,000�rpm��
(590�lb-ft�with�APP)1

516�lb-ft�@��
1,700-5,000�rpm��
(590�lb-ft�with�APP)1

Acceleration2,�0–100�km/h 7.8�seconds 6.6�seconds 7.1�seconds 5.2�seconds 4.3�seconds 4.4�seconds

Approximate�top�speed3 210�km/h� 210�km/h� 210�km/h� 210�km/h� 250�km/h� 250�km/h�

Tires,��front�
rear

245/40�R�18�
245/40�R�18

245/40�R�18�
245/40�R�18

245/40�R�18�
245/40�R�18

245/40�R�18�
245/40�R�18

255/35�R�19�
285/30�R�19

255/35�R�19�
285/30�R�19

Fuel�economy4,�combined�
city/highway�estimate 9.4-5.9�L/100�km 11.0-7.0�L/100�km 11.2-7.3�L/100�km 12.9-8.0�L/100�km 13.8-9.0�L/100�km 14.4-8.8�L/100�km

Fuel�tank�capacity 80�litres 80�litres 80�litres 80�litres 80�litres 80�litres

Fuel�requirement Diesel Premium�unleaded Premium�unleaded Premium�unleaded Premium�unleaded Premium�unleaded

Dimensions5

����������Wheelbase�
Overall�length�
Overall�height�
Overall�width�–��
incl.�mirrors

2,874�mm
4,868�mm
1,472�mm
2,071�mm

2,874�mm
4,868�mm
1,474�mm
2,071�mm

2,874�mm
4,895�mm
1,517�mm
2,071�mm

2,874�mm
4,868�mm
1,447�mm
2,071�mm

2,874�mm
4,887�mm
1,440�mm
2,071�mm

2,874�mm
4,913�mm
1,490�mm
2,100�mm

Curb�weight 1,845�kg 1,825�kg 1,925�kg 1,880�kg 1,840�kg 1,945�kg

Cargo�capacity 540�litres 540�litres 695-1,950�litres 540�litres 540�litres 695-1,950�litres
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Technical data:



1Vehicle�must�be�accessible�from�main�roads.�Roadside�Assistance�may�involve�charges�for�parts,�service�and�towing.�Depending�on�the�circumstances,�these�services�may�be�provided�by�an�outside�service�provider,�courtesy�of�
Mercedes-Benz�Roadside�Assistance.�For�full�details�of�the�Roadside�Assistance�Program,�please�see�your�dealer.�2Please�see�your�dealer�for�warranty�details�as�well�as�for�terms,�conditions�and�pricing�for�extended�warranty�options.��
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24-hour Roadside Assistance

During�the�basic�warranty�coverage�of�48�

months�and�the�time�duration�of�the�optional�

Extended�Limited�Warranty,�Mercedes-Benz�

Roadside�Assistance�will�be�at�your�service.�

We’ll�bring�you�some�gas,�replace�a�flat��

tire�with�your�spare,�or�jumpstart�your�car.�

In�the�event�of�a�mechanical�breakdown,�

if�attempts�by�our�Roadside�Assistance�

technician�have�not�made�your�vehicle�safely�

operable,�towing�service�will�be�provided�

to�the�nearest�Mercedes-Benz�dealership.�

Assistance�is�available�24�hours�a�day,�every�

day,�to�anyone�driving�a�Mercedes-Benz�

anywhere�in�Canada�or�the�continental�U.S.1

Wear and tear period

The�following�parts�listed�are�covered��

for�wear�and�tear�during�the�first�24��

months�or�40,000�km,�whichever�comes�

first.�Brake�pads,�brake�discs,�brake��

pad�wear�sensors�and�light�bulbs.

Mercedes-Benz warranties

The�Mercedes-Benz�New�Vehicle�Limited�

Warranty�covers�defects�in�materials�or�

workmanship�for�48�months�or�80,000�km,�

whichever�comes�first.�To�widen�your��

window�of�confidence,�you�can�opt�for��

a�Mercedes-Benz�Extended�Limited��

Warranty�as�well.2

Customer service

Owning�a�Mercedes-Benz�means�that�when�

you�have�a�question,�we’re�here�to�help.�

Customer�Service�is�open�from�9�a.m.�to�

5�p.m.�EST,�Monday�through�Friday,�and�is�

staffed�with�knowledgeable�Mercedes-Benz�

experts�who�can�talk�you�through�the�finer�

points�of�working�your�car’s�audio�system��

—�or�even�assist�you�in�locating�the�nearest�

Mercedes-Benz�dealership.�Just�call��

1-800-387-0100.�It’s�that�simple.

Trip interruption reimbursement

If�a�breakdown�covered�by�your�New�Vehicle�

Limited�Warranty�or�optional�Extended�

Limited�Warranty�occurs�more�than�80�km�

from�your�home,�leaves�your�Mercedes-Benz�

vehicle�inoperable�or�unsafe�to�drive,�and�

requires�overnight�repairs,�we’ve�got�you�

covered.�You�will�be�reimbursed�up�to��

$500�for�hotel�accommodations�and�up�to��

$600�for�alternative�travel�expenses�per��

incident�while�your�car�is�being�repaired�at�

an�authorized�Mercedes-Benz�dealership.

A passion for things done right.
A passion for craftsmanship and attention to detail – it’s what you’d expect from Mercedes-Benz. It drives us to set new 
standards in design, performance, comfort and safety. To continually build on the legendary traditions of Mercedes-Benz,  
and to provide you with an ownership experience that includes the valuable benefits described below.



Mercedes-Benz is virtually yours.
Visit mercedes-benz.ca and open an online window to Mercedes‑Benz 
Canada. Revel in the incredible photography of our vehicles and get 
a visceral impression of what it would be like to see yourself behind 
the wheel. Access information about any of our vehicles, including 
financing and leasing options, upcoming models, and configure your 
dream Mercedes online. Our website also offers details about the 
Mercedes‑Benz Extended Limited Warranty, vehicle ownership, 
and much more on the fascinating story behind one of the world’s  
most recognizable brands.

To be continued. With a test drive.
Nowhere is a Mercedes‑Benz so convincing as on the road. It’s only 
there that you can fully experience the superior handling and power 
that makes this car so special. Feel the engine move you forward, 
and watch your heart rate rise with the speedometer. That unique 
feeling in your stomach cannot be put down on paper. That’s why we 
would like to invite you in for a test drive at your local Mercedes‑Benz 
dealer. Reserve your appointment today, or visit mercedes-benz.ca.
We look forward to seeing you.
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